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A Fairy Tale or a Realistic Novel?: Power and
Authority in Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights
Asuka Ishii
Elizabeth Helsinger points out that some characters’ lack of power/
authority in her discussion of marginality of Wuthering Heights (1847). This
essay aims to analyze what kind of power/authority characters in the novels
of the Brontës have/do not have, mainly looking at Wuthering Heights and
Jane Eyre (1847). As we shall see, the question finally turns to the problem
of representation of England through the heroine’s alienation and margin-
ality. The novels of the Brontës often focus on power/authority. For ex-
ample, Heathcliff seems to exercise power as a man and a capitalist over
his wife, children, and other people, but does not enjoy the privilege of
writing, and therefore does not have authority. When we compare him
with the heroines of other Brontë novels, for example, Agnes Grey, Jane
Eyre or Lucy Snowe, who also experience alienation in another family or in
a foreign country, we notice that he lacks the power of writing. On the
other hand, Agnes and Lucy have the last words however lonely they feel;
at the end of Agnes Grey (1847) and Villette (1853), as will be quoted later,
the heroine proudly declares her power as an author.
In Wuthering Heights, Heathcliff is suppressed by those who have power.
After he gets power, he exercises that power, and suppresses other people.
In the novels of Charlotte Brontë, heroines are often oppressed because of
their class, or her gender. At the same time, she sacrifices other powerless
people in order to gain power, though unconsciously perhaps. Both sisters
recognised the reality of power and colonization, though it is unclear whether
they regard it critically.
1. Power of Writing
When he is a child, Heathcliff is displaced because of his class, nation,
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and so is Catherine because of her gender, as Helsinger notes (175). For
example, he is not allowed to enter the family circle at Christmas time.
After that, he turns into a man of power, and exercises that power, espe-
cially over his wife. Like Nelly, who also lacks in the power of writing, as
Helsinger points out, he does not have the power of writing. Agnes, Jane
or Lucy also experience alienation partly because of their class when they
work in another family, or country as a governess or schoolmistress. For
instance, both Agnes and Jane are sometimes ignored by their employers
and their friends at Horton Lodge, or Thornfield, partly because of their
class. Unlike Heathcliff, however, they have the power/authority of writ-
ing; they proudly have the final words. Agnes concludes her story with the
sentence: “I think I have said sufficient” (251). Lucy says in the end. “Here
pause: pause at once. There is enough said” (596). Interestingly enough,
both Lucy and Agnes choose not to speak at the end of the story, and this
means both Lucy and Agnes control their narrative. If demand from the
circulating library affects the end of Villette, as John Sutherland suggests (Is
Heathcliff a Murderer? 108), this does not mean Lucy’s lack of authority as an
author. On the contrary, Lockwood, the narrator of Wuthering Heights, also
has the last word, but it is fairy disputable whether he is a reliable narrator
or not, especially in the last scene, as Helsinger argues (212–13).
As Helsinger notices, Catherine partly writes (211), but after all, she
cannot be the author, like Nelly, because of her marginality. Becoming a
writer, and therefore an author, was a privilege exclusively for men as many
critics have noticed. It is well known that many of the nineteenth-century
women writers, including the Brontë sisters, used pseudonyms. Elizabeth
Langland also notices how writing suggests thought and authority in her
essay on the novels of Anne Brontë. In Wuthering Heights, on the other
hand, the authority of Lockwood, the author, is quite doubtful, as Helsinger
notices. His judgments often turn out to be unreliable, in other words his
writing does not suggest thought and authority.
We can see the problem of authority in the Brontë novels from another
point of view: the ghost. In the novels of Charlotte Brontë, ghosts are
often denied in rational form; in Villete, the ghost of a nun turns out to be
a man who secretly visits a girl in a boarding school. In Jane Eyre, the ghost
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turned out to be an imprisoned bride, though unrealistic as well as ghosts.
(The ghost of the late Mr. Reed is exceptional, perhaps, who is not denied
rationally.) The narrator writes, and therefore she has authority. In this
sense, the novels of Charlotte Brontë represent a world of rationality and
authority. In Wuthering Heights on the contrary, unauthorized existence,
such as the ghost is not denied completely, but continues to exist to claim
marginality, as Helsinger discusses, and none has authority.
Before we move to the problem of foreign countries in the Brontë
novels, let us consider briefly the problem of provinciality and centrality in
the novels of the Brontë sisters. According to Helsinger, the marginality of
Heathcliff and Nelly partly comes from their provinciality; both Thrushcross
Grange and Wuthering Heights are far from London, in the north of
England. If Helsinger is right, Jane Eyre also seems to share in this margin-
ality; she has never been to the city. Nevertheless, she appears to keep her
centrality throughout the story. For one thing, it is important that she is a
heroine-narrator, like Agnes; “the reader of Jane Eyre . . . keeps pace with
the heroine,” as Kathleen Tillotson points out (295). Jane retains her cen-
trality as a narrator (Tillotson 294).
2. England vs. Other Country (including colonies)
Nowadays, we cannot discuss Jane Eyre without considering the problem
of post-colonialism. Secondly, we have to look briefly at the problem of
England versus its colonies in Jane Eyre and Villette. In short, in Jane Eyre,
Jane uses a colony even if unconsciously; it is a place of exploitation and
disempowerment. For example, St. John is no more threatening to Jane
after he leaves for India, as Terry Eagleton pointed out as early as 1975
(24). In addition, she becomes financially independent through her legacy
from her uncle who works in Madeira. This suggests that she becomes rich
as a result of exploitation. Jane, who calls Morton, also in a northern part
like Yorkshire, “the healthy heart of England” (386), never leaves England,
and so, keeps her centrality, even if her residence is far from London, the
centre of South England. Gayatri Spivak is right when she focuses on
Bertha Mason’s representation, and points out that Jane sees Bertha in the
way England looked on her colonies in her postcolonial reading of Jane
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Eyre (121–22), but she overlooks Eagleton’s foresight, and concludes that
Eagleton sees the problem only in the light of class (122). As for the
problem of Bertha’s representation, Spivak is right, but in fact, as previ-
ously mentioned, Eagleton notices India’s significance as a place of
disempowerment.
Jane, according to Spivak, at first presents herself as marginal, but by the
end of the story, she acquires a central position (119–120), perhaps does as
the Empire. Though she is marginal geographically, as we have seen, Jane
retains her centrality. She says that she has never lived in a town before she
goes to Thornfield, which is six miles way from Millcote, which seems to
be a big fairy city. According to Helsinger, Emily Brontë’s ghosts suggest
that marginality is not absorbed by the centre, but in Jane Eyre, marginality
disappears, and though the story ends with a reference to India, the colony,
threatening of St. John disappears. As far as she remains in England,
however rural her residence is, Jane maintains her centrality or superiority
over the colonies.
In her feminist reading, Elaine Showalter notes that the whole text of
Jane Eyre makes clear that other characters serve, even sacrifice themselves,
for Jane’s happiness. According to Showalter, Brontë resolves Jane’s “psy-
chic dilemma” by destroying two extreme characters such as Rochester and
St. John, or Bertha and Helen Burns (113–26). This, of course, can be read
as an analogy of the empire’s relationship with its colonies; one (or more)
is sacrificed for the other. Notably, Helen dies of consumption. Perhaps
she dies because she is consumed by the Empire, while Jane acquires her
centrality in sacrifice of other people.
In Villette, the heroine leaves England, and lives in a foreign country as
a stranger, both nationally and religiously, but she has authority as a narra-
tor. In addition, her fiancé is sent to the West Indies, and never apparently
returns, though it is arguable that he does. This is, of course, ultimate
disempowerment. In Jane Eyre, Rochester is symbolically castrated (Gilbert
and Gubar 368) at the end of the story. She becomes financially indepen-
dent through her inheritance from her uncle in Madeira. In the novels of
Charlotte Brontë, a man who goes to the colonies is no longer threatening
to the heroine. In other words, she acquires financial independence and
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power over the man partly using the colonies, though unconsciously.
Next, we move to the question of the representation of other countries
in Europe. In Jane Eyre, even other European countries are regarded as
marginal. Foreign countries are places of vice, and Jane’s enemies are sent,
or killed there, both literally and metaphorically, to borrow Showalter’s
phrase, like St. John. For example, Eliza Reed goes to France, where she is
no more threatening to Jane. Jane calls Marseilles “a fool’s paradise” (386).
French elements are attacked throughout the novel. For example, Jane
attributes Adele’s faults in her character, such as “some little freedoms and
trivialities” or “superficiality” to her French mother, because they are “hardly
congenial to an English mind” (176). At the end of the story, Jane says that
English education corrects Adele’s “French defects” (475). In other words,
the marginality of Frenchness is absorbed in Englishness through educa-
tion. Jane’s comments show that she supports England’s “literate culture”
to borrow Helsinger’s phrase. By refusing to go to India with St. John, and
choosing to live in Ferndean, deep in the woods far from London, the
centre of authority, Jane is perhaps rejecting, or at least showing her anxi-
ety for colonialism, as Susan Meyer argues, but Jane supports English
education as a tool of prevailing Englishness, namely, bringing national
unity to England, if not colonialism. Education might give women a wider
choice of employment and as a result financial independence, but it possi-
bly forces them to take part in the process of colonization, though uncon-
sciously. In this way, Brontë shows the dual side of education.
Wuthering Heights also shows two sides of education. On the one hand,
education shows no power. An educated man like Lockwood repeats the
cliché, while Catherine and Heathcliff are not illiterate, but also unwilling
to receive regular education, at least in their early childhood, speaking
instead in their own original and impressive words. Linton Heathcliff and
the younger Catherine make fun of Hareton without education. Books are
powerless sometimes, for example during Catherine’s illness. Both Nelly
and Catherine blame Edgar for being preoccupied by books (in vain) and
neglecting Catherine’s risks of being seriously ill. On the other hand, Hareton
and younger Catherine become friends, and she gains the power to fight
against the tyrannical Heathcliff though her education.
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According to Helsinger, Lockwood represents literate, middle-class, Lon-
don-living reader of the English novel in many ways. Nelly is an oral
narrator, and therefore, is outside the “iterate culture” of Lockwood and
the reader of the novel represents (Helsinger 176), though she claims her
literacy. Catherine and Heathcliff, though not illiterate, also seem to be
outside this literate culture, for they throw away their books together in
their childhood. Later, however, he receives education, and according to
Helsinger, his education helps him to become independent economically.
As Helsinger notes, he does achieve some power, especially over women,
after his absence of three years and perhaps after he receives some educa-
tion. Education is often useful and necessary to gain power. As for Heathcliff,
however, he remains marginal, in spite of his education, and therefore,
lacks in authority, and haunts the centre of authority (Helsinger 175–216).
Conclusion
In Wuthering Heights, Lockwood, a man is a narrator, and therefore an
author. In this sense, Wuthering Heights follows the literary convention, but
his authority is questionable enough. Paradoxically, the fact that marginality
only appears in the form of ghosts, an authorized existence at the end of
the story suggests reality in Wuthering Heights. As some critic suggests, the
ghosts in Wuthering Heights are sometimes not only the product of the
imagination; rather, ghosts appear for practical purpose (Can Jane Eyre Be
Happy? 66–67). In Jane Eyre, foreign countries are marginal, while in Wuthering
Heights, characters are marginal in England socially and geographically
(Helsinger 175). Wuthering Heights claims marginality, while the novels of
Charlotte and Anne Brontë claim authority from marginality. For women,
to acquire power and authority is possible only in the fiction of nineteenth-
century England. Jane Eyre is always fiction, for example in the way that
years are always concealed with dashes. As Q.D. Leavis writes in her notes
to Jane Eyre, it is a fairy-tale, not a realistic novel. On the other hand, the
process of the acquisition of the power is strangely analogous to the reality
of colonization, though not consciously perhaps. Many of Jane’s enemies
are expelled to foreign countries. In other words, she unconsciously uses
other characters and colonies for her happiness and convenience. The
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process whereby the characters of the novel acquire/are deprived of power
and authority is quite similar to that of the relationship of the Empire with
its colonies. Other characters must be sacrificed for Jane, as the colonies
must be for empire. The novel is surely based on this reality of colonialism,
though it remains unclear whether Charlotte Brontë views this reality criti-
cally or not. In their fiction, the Brontë sisters explore the question in the
real world in their own different ways.
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